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LIGHT AND YOUR VOICE
for Janet
As usual the evening faded to light,
And I awoke to my father's deep voice,
From his room speaking about a distance
I'd never known. I picked up a book
That contained for me nothing but darkness,
And read until it returned me to sleep.
Let me tell you it was no easy sleep
Dreaming I was running towards a light.
But when I reached it there was only darkness.
This time I awoke to my mother's voice;
I sat up, listening, and reached for the book
That spoke so solemnly about distance.
Even when young I noticed a slight distance,
But nothing that could keep me from sleep.
I trusted in them like I trust in this book.
The morning was filling the room with light;
All at once everything stopped, not one voice
Came from their room; the house took on a darkness,
The whole house seemed to echo with a darkness
I couldn't read. I looked into the distance
And thought for a moment I heard a voice
Call my name. It was a voice I'd heard in sleep,
In a dream about a room filled with light;
The room was sleepless, and on the bed lay a book.
It lay on the bed like this book
Lies on mine now. Maybe a slight darkness
Entered the room, but it vanished into light
The moment it entered. It's like that with distance.
It's like that with me. When I fall asleep
I hear voices, sometimes my own voice.
It wakes me. It wakes me like my father's voice,
Like my mother's. It was not about books
That they spoke; it was deeper than sleep.
It had lasted too long in a darkness
I couldn't have touched even with light. Distance
Begets distance, and so I take any light
You offer me. Books all end in distance;
Sleep too is finally just a darkness.
I believe in two things: light and your voice.

—David Breitkopf
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ON THOSE DAYS
I could never tell,
those Fridays I visited
with Aunt Sarah, if she knew,
sitting in her cushioned
oak rocker, praying, an ebony rosary
relaxed in her lap, how long
she'd been there.
Some days she would appear
to awaken, realizing my presence,
before I could visit
with all of her cats, or examine
the newer varieties of African violets
she'd decided to try. When she saw me
then, she would give me
the most recent version of her story,
joining our ages with stories
of places she would travel to next,
how you could never tell
what they'd be like until
you were there. It was only these times
when her eyes seemed like mirrors,
that I would notice the Icelandic
wool blanket that cradled
the rosary in her lap, thinking
that it seemed to hold, in its pastel
tans and periwinkles, a collection
of her memories. I didn't see enough
that last Friday. She didn't see
the thin grey spider that had found
the one strand of silver hair
that had dropped him
toward the edge of the blanket.
It seemed to want to weave itself
into the muted colors, leave a memory
of itself within the patterns that moved
in a slow, steady rhythm as she rocked
like the movement of a web in the wind.

—Lisa Kinberger

VILLANELLE WITH PATTERNS
Sweep smoothly the dust from the light:
the sun through the blinds will remain until
time collects in the patterns of night.
If the patterns of maple leaves might
design the forgetfulness that age can instill,
I could sweep smoothly your dust from the light.
The morning would shadow the traces of blight
holding the darkness transparent and still
for time to collect in the patterns of night.
Care holds the blossoms during the night,
preserves them, like shadows that pattern the sill
as I sweep smoothly your age from the light.
You gather your memories on pages that might
burn with the sun as it waits past the hills
for time to collect in the patterns of night.
Not even your window can lift past the rite:
leaves reshaping your shadows in patterns that will
sweep smoothly the dust from the light
until time collects in the patterns of night.

—Lisa Kinberger
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Joe Marshall

WHERE I ONCE VACATIONED
The day we crossed the Mexican border,
my sister and I brought pennies
to toss from the bridge
over the Rio Grande. Dark children,
our age or younger, stood knee deep
in the warm, muddy water, catching
our coins in cardboard cones.
My sister, excited and confused
by their cries of "Peso! Peso!"
called for my mother to come help feed the pigeons.
Since that day, I have travelled
with men who have no use for poverty,
neither mine nor theirs.
That is why I loved them, why
I told each of them that the red
desert sand of that border town
disappears from my memory a little more
each day, and I no longer throw my pennies
to children, or to the dark waters
of the Rio Grande.

—Jami Wolf

THE KILLING JAR
For a week we have waited by the pond
for that elk—Wapiti,
the Indians called him—
wondering if someone over the ridge
has shot him, or if he's broken
his foreleg on the pitted forest floor.
You forbid me to talk,
saying that this is different
from the nights when we walked
through the forest with a glass bottle
of poison, collecting cadisflies
and tiger beetles from the canary grass.
"It's a killing jar," you once whispered,
holding it up to the moonlight.
We watched the insect circle
the jar slowly, stuttering.
Now, we have little else to do
but listen to the chorus frogs
and slap the mosquitos from our faces
and necks. A rustle from across the pond
brings the gun to your shoulder,
but in the half-reflected light,
you look almost relieved that it is only
a chickaree squirrel waking in a pine.
After you leave, saying, as I know you will,
"Tomorrow night he'll come. We'll stay
until he does," I'll find my way to the tree
stump, half a mile away, and check for the now
familiar tracks beside the stagnant water.
As the stars disappear above me,
I'll fill my killing jar with whatever
the morning light will give me.

—Jami Wolf
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NO WAY OF KNOWING
I hardly noticed, then, the Swamp Pink
that bristle flower clustered on long stems
you pointed out, and around it
the wren nests, small globes of reeds
and cattails, their entrances lined with down.
I forget the season. Let's say
the season was Spring and I stood there
long enough to watch the marsh wren
trying to visit each of its five mates
tucked in her own nest anchored to the reeds.
They never show their heads, and there were
probably a dozen or so dummy nests
scattered about to confuse poachers or rivals.
I might have been standing in the quarry marsh
where they took the stones to build
a dam across the Merrimack river,
or downstream where the settler's graveyard
borders another marsh, trying to read a single,
rubbed down word chiselled on gray slate
by someone the wind has forgotten, a word so lost
even the wren's chatter couldn't coax it out.
Let's say the secretive wren never gets lost.
Let's say these words I send to you
never find an empty nest, and,
since there's no way of knowing,
that these seeds of the rare Swamp Pink
are what you will give to the wind
so that later you will find us everywhere.

—Richard Jackson
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BEDTIME AMONGST FRIENDS
A fly circles 'round and 'round the lightbulb,
guided only by knocks against the shade.
I only want to sleep. Slipping away, I think
how no one talks of lands anymore. Before,
they were always out there, distant, fantastic,
with beds of moss, tiny friends, and a ferret
that would curl around your ankle to sleep. Like
the giraffes we used to color, they are trapped
in my brain in a cardboard box marked "pre-school."
They've become black-tongued calculus,
statistics, test tubes, and nets. These days
Susan like to hear herself talk; Eddie
likes to hear himself yell. I don't like
to hear either of them. I like the comfort
of my hand upon my bare stomach. I am glad
because the fly is resting on the inside rim,
quiet, and I can see the bright light
of approaching sleep.

—Jenny Arthur

FALL AT FOUR O'CLOCK: STEP ONE
Chin on your crossed arms,
you rest your head on the back
of the couch and stare out
the window into the sycamore forest.
In such silence I cannot know
your thoughts, so I listen
to the dog distant in the woods,
try to decode the inflections
in its incessant barking. It sounds chained.
Goddamned if it will take it
silently. Are you listening too?
Perhaps, you will say,
it misses its master. I see
your tea neglected on the table. The steam,
swirling from the blue cup, dissipates
like the tangled thoughts behind
my blunt talk of leaving, thoughts
you can no more know
and I can no more reclaim
than the green of the long-fallen leaves.

—Jenny Arthur
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—Jenny Arthur
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SPLITTING WOOD
I don't know when it happened,
when you began to move away.
Perhaps it was the day I questioned you about cedar.
Would it burn well, or was it soft like pine?
You smiled.
Your ax blade gave back sunlight,
came down to split the wood.
One half fell.
The other shot off and spun, caught timeless in air,
until it landed in a gathering of moss and fern.
Tonight I watch you sleeping.
With my finger I trace your lower lip.
Outside the November wind turns cold
after weeks of temperate rain.
The bedroom wall is filled with brown tinted photographs
of a family gone long before I met you.
I look at Robert,
the small white collar starched high beneath his chin,
his hair parted and smoothed.
I have his diary from the first great war.
He tells of digging potatoes from a field in France,
and sleeping in the rain beneath a beech tree.
I turn to kiss your forehead,
but you moan in sleep and turn away.
Your turning makes me think of Robert.
I want to be young like him, going out into the world.
I want to be that split cedar,
moving through still air,
away from you.

—Susan Herport
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ASIAN MERMAID
If your eyes abandon the angles and avenues
Linked, lit up, extended in an unceasing sweep,
That of Chicago's Chinatown scanned from a faraway hill New Year's Eve—
Don't worry.
Put aside the binoculars. There are other concerns
Such as the needs of a Southeast Asian mermaid.
Listen to her croon a bitter song
Of a lover lost in the sea swimming to Paris.
How the waves still whisper his lies.
Then sleep while her dwindling voice
Twists a trail through Sequoia-sized trees
Whose shadows, distorting the distance, lure you on.

—Chuck Scott

WAITING
At the lake
we wait for the boat.
Fog soaked morning,
gulls gusting in and out of view.
It's been hours
since a wind brushed the bell
standing guard over the dock,
since it tossed our footprints
further down the beach.
A horn bellows across the water,
black smoke rises and swells.
The boat brings food for tomorrow.
Our calls of recognition peel back the fog.
The prow's first push of waves slips onto the shore.

—Chuck Scott
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LINES FROM A LETTER TO MY FATHER
The days are just survival now,
each one a brilliant Arctic landscape,
a silence folded in on itself
like the secret swellings
on thread—thin branches
of sycamore and elm.
You tell me that this is
a time for Whitman and Thoreau,
a time for wool blankets, early fires,
and thick mugs of scented tea,
so you would be puzzled
if you saw me now
on my knees at the bottom of the garden,
coat open to the wind, hat gone,
my hands plunged deep in the perfect snow.
Some of us can walk in winter landscapes,
welcoming the cold, silver spaces
within ourselves;
others, too eager for crocus and amyrillis,
force the promise of vernal equinox
from rocklined saucers watered with snow.

—Terry Beltramo

WHAT YOU WANTED THEM TO SAY
I've tried to tell myself
that we were just passing through this valley,
and on the way we shared
what needed to be shared:
a storm of autumn oak leaves
above the stone shade of this forgotten cemetery,
one bottle of wine, and ripe apples
that turned to ashes in our mouths.
I knew then that you believed
only what happens is real,
so I've tried to see your words
as meaning what you wanted them to say,
even when you turned your eyes away,
when you told me we were nothing more
than the silver shapes we saw
reflected in the stagnant pond.
When you were cold, I saw you tremble,
though we never touched the wind.
When November sun set early
and left us only the tarnished light
you said was enough to see us home,
I should have told you then
that I believe we cast no shadows
when we turn away from what we love.

—Terry Beltramo
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VISITING
Myra stares
at dead chrysanthemums
in the nursing home
She is there every year
when the carols are sung
when fruit is delivered in baskets
The expression on her face never changes
She does not notice
her stockings rolled down
below her knees in public
her breasts sagging
The chair in which she sits
is worn and tattered
a cloth calendar hiding stains
She holds out her brittle hands
Hands which pieced quilts
Rose of Sharon, Feathered Star
Job's Tears, Bear Paw
of polished cotton
dotted swiss
satin, silk and velveteen
the remains of dresses
worn by her girls in spring
Hands no longer held
as grace surrounds the dinner table
She knows I muse over her story
Why her children buy
house shoes every year
their pink fur caressing
her wrinkled ankles
The chrysanthemums will stay
still in the window sill
dead and dry like sticks
the ribbon faded at their base.

—Laurie L. Perry

PASSING TIME AT THE WELFARE OFFICE
I remember when I first realized
a pound of pennies only amounted to
a dollar forty nine.
I found myself standing in the welfare office
reluctant to apply.
I looked at the disgusting beige walls
stained like diapers from seeping water,
the plastic dime store roses,
petals coated with nicotine film.
When I was six
my father and I drove the truck
down to the grocery store
on check day.
We'd pass through the holler,
past the tin-roofed houses
with porches, sagging
like the willows over the winding creek,
like the trousers of men
patrolling a roadside ditch
in search of aluminum cans.
I remember it well.
The candy and colas Father bought me
as I would lean up to the counter, grasping
its edge with my grubby fingers.
Once I got caught snitching some lemon drops
and the storekeeper grabbed my ear, asking,
"Whose boy are you?"
I'll never forget the hurt
in my father's eyes
as he claimed me.
Perhaps he too had pride,
like me,
as I stand here, listening
for the receptionist to call my name, once again
waiting to be claimed.

—Laurie L Perry
19

TOUCHING YOUR DREAM
Today in the darkness
of early morning I thought
you were waking me to say goodbye
but you were only stirring
in a dream you don't remember.
I touched the window
to see how cold the day would be.
Your steady breathing seemed as far away as the cabin
behind the ridge where thin smoke
trailed up from the leafless trees
that lined the brow like whiskers,
trees that haven't bloomed
since the man who lived there
found his son wedged
under the rocks at Potter's Falls.
When I touched the window
I touched the past,
wandered along country roads
cut through hills so steep
they seemed to rise straight up
as the cows grazed
on the rocky fields above me.
The gray mist that covered
the hills hardened into trees
when I saw you, almost unrecognizable,
walking there, and I woke you,
touching your arm with
the cold hand of my dream.

—Liz Albert
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NOTHING YOU CAN SEE
It isn't anything you can see.
Sometimes, during droughts, the swamp
burns, trapping the white-tailed deer
who can't outrun the flames.
It's only the smell of smoldering peat
that reaches us here. When I was a child
I thought it was the end of the world.
The azalea bushes we brought home in tin cans
have grown taller than the porch now,
and you sleep with a man who is not my father.
The familiar crack of wood floors
as they cool in the night air,
the gentle whir of the ceiling fan,
can't ease the words that tighten in my throat
as I watch heat lightning
through your window screens.
For years I've tried to forget
the things that are trapped in those hollow sounds:
the scratchy wool suit I cried into
the day father left, the closet light
that burned all that night, my own voice
calling to no one in a dream.

—Liz Albert
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Carol Brooks

DEATH OF THE AMERICAN DREAM

PULLING TICKS

***PRIZE WINNER***

With muddy shoes sucking the hairy green ground, she is stomping the round-rocked
embankment letting the right leg do the hoisting and straining while the left leg pushes
idly behind. This is how she flies to the grocery—down the balding hill behind her thin
roofed house and down the alley winding by four similarly constructed shacks—catching
enough scent from each home to identify its inhabitants: the first—Lysol, country ham
frying, and Mrs. Prestwood; the next—oven dried plants, fingernail polish remover, and
the odd, brassy, and delightfully air-headed lovers Deborah and Billy; after that—the
white-haired black man with bourbon curtains and lip-licking Campbell's Chunky Soup
bubbling over onto his wood stove; the last—carob chips, an overheating Cuisinart,
freshly inked how-to books, and a newly married couple by the last name of Hunter.
Past the houses of smoke and plastic, rehearsed smiles, past the tall, scholarly buildings of
the university where students in tight jeans crack mother-bought books, she is digging
into a lint-decaled pocket, pulling out the list carefully printed on a Publisher's
Clearinghouse envelope—a big, colorfully inviting envelope with just enough space to
write:

paper towels
bisquick
cheddar cheese
Lava
Wondra
Kefir
bell peppers
bobby pins

juice
witch hazel
small notebook
legal sized envelopes
Neopolitan ice cream

By sleeping late, she missed arriving at the co-op before it closed, and has now to wait
until Monday to pick up the third shipment of clay. This day—Saturday, and the next will
be spent cleaning and organizing the studio and faking enthusiasm while scrubbing,
sweeping, and stacking. Having made up her mind to stay here, in this brick and mortar
college town, armed to battle attacks of loneliness and middle-age mania, Leah continues
to wonder, and wander...
This is how he makes the question and dodges the answer—he drives, in a long bed, 3/4
ton pickup truck to Taos and saunters past the warm-blanketed, tight-eyed Pueblos and
snickers at the muddy-eyed, searching Chicanos. He is a round-bellied, fingernailchewing young man with four shots of Old No. 7 pulsating under his heavily freckled skin.
He drinks. A lot. More than she ever had wits enough to try, he mutters. He likes
muttering, he likes grumbling like a steel-balled bull and letting the pitch rise just enough
to summon a heavily scented heifer. He wonders, mostly on early Saturday evenings
before the telephone rings, why women use perfumes and oils. Women—glazed and
starched before leaving their coordinated ruffled households—dab and splash and spray
all for the benefit of men. Why is that? At first contact, the scent (always applied too
heavily) only burns and irritates his nostrils and chest until he digs into a region where the
scent is indecisive. And that is where a woman, brown-eyed or blue, is needed the most:
not for her alluring torso of sheer-to-waist legs, but for the space she allows him. But then,
as David strokes his thoughts, pleasure is not a profit in itself.
Leah, though different in ways, upheld the same notion that all the girls—young, archedback, hot roller girls, and older, control-topped, "covers only the grey" girls had to first
please a man with a lotioned hand and then lure him further with a cologned inner thigh.
Leah, David reflected, always had a small, undeveloped idea that stopped her cold in her
size seven and one half tracks, until she struck the solution—while tapping and twirling
the clay on the wheel, scooting her now spreading bottom to the rumble of reggae. Leah
didn't bother applying foreign smells to her body besides heavy work soap and rich, sticky
lotions to encourage the new skin where the old had cracked and peeled itself free,
dropping like ticks in a toilet.
Now her hands were most likely wiping baseboards or rolling falafil into patty shapes
until early afternoon when she would turn toward the work-shack and proceed, in a
frenzied, hair-falling-in-eyes manner, to make her living and then retreat into her house,
trip on whatever furniture might be in the way and settle down to PM Magazine and a mug
of orange juice. She behaved the same everywhere, David decided, because she was the
same, selfish, middle-aged woman who talked too much and smiled not enough...
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On Saturday afternoons in Penasco, she and David had more excitement generating than
the New York state lottery ever dreamed of—after firing the kiln and emptying Aesop's
litter box they would shout SCRABBLE! and roll and tumble until early evening, when, as if
scheduled, their solemn black phone would ring and he would jump, like butane to a
spark wheel, into his yellow and black fireman's uniform, and feel as scared as any child
lost in a shopping mall. Most of the calls concerned grease fires of steaming, flame-spitting
low riders and rarely were they tied to anything more serious...
He always hit the same pothole no matter how intense his concentration became—
something, a proper singing song on the radio or a thumbsucking Chicano woman in a
billowing skirt revealing her muscled, dirty knees always broke his thought and then,
BAM! his truck would scream and his head would bounce the roof of the cab. And it,
along with a few other things he'd pin-pointed, always hurt. Pulling into the aluminum
can and laundry littered driveway of the adobe, David ran inside, hustled up a weak fire
and turned on the television just in time to see an hour and a half of his favorite sit-toms.
When he was eleven, he had, with a sixth-grader's knuckle-balled arrogance, written a
letter, after spending one whole Sunday morning on it, to the inventor of television:
Dear Sir/Madam:
We both know that television is very good, personally, and should be watched very
much. You thought of it first, so I am writing to you to let you know that I watch it and think
we should get together and rework some of the times shows are on. For a personally
example, I miss Adam-12 every day because it comes on at 2:30 and I get home at 3:00. You
do a good job by making television, but you should consider when and how to do the time
for all very good shows. The silly shows should come on while I go to school so my mother
can watch them because Leave It To Beaver is not true. I know no one's mother has hair
like Mrs. Cleaver and high school boys want to play with a girl, not a football.
Please write to me next week so we can work out the "kinks" in television. My address is:
David Sater
Route 3, Box 51
Penasco, New Mexico
33920
Thank youlmum
Pleased and hitching his thumb in his pocket, he had handed the letter to Leah and
waited for the moment of obvious praise. None came. Leah had been busy printing calling
cards and had asked him, after glancing at his young proposal, why he already, at the age
of eleven, was such an asshole and did he honestly think anyone would answer his letter?
And then she had broken down and hugged him close until he had to siphon his breath
through her hair. He had wished her dead that night, after eating too much of her red
raspberry cake she had shoved down his throat to make peace. He decided that night,
after thirty seven minutes of belching and bellyaching, that she was a worthless old bag
who needed a man around to call her an asshole and feed her cake until she vomited. Leah
didn't trust many of the Chicanos so he knew he would have to take the disgusting job
himself. Pretty much for an eleven year old, but then he...
Oh! how annoying it is now to think about, she mumbled while tugging at the envelope
and crossing the intersection of Willow Run and Prince Street. And again, the dim-witted
black phone they kept in the kitchen jumped on her train of thought. He could have
stayed home that night with her and Aesop, stringing popcorn and concern on bright
green thread. It was Christmas Eve and Porfetio had agreed to take his calls.
After enough dinner, enough television, and enough good cheer they had settled on the
rug laced with cat hair and wine stains—dealing Monopoly money and playing old,
established games as they both were accustomed to doing in the mid-evening...that damn
phone again, with its nasal, humming ring, and of course it had to be answered. His usual
spark-to-flame jump and, without realizing the night or their previous actions, he
unzipped and zipped into his bold flashlight-colored uniform and after calling several
others, kissed and nudged his way from her pursed lips and proceeded to the Twisted
Vine, a restaurant/bar on Highway 61 where it seemed several firealitas had blown against
the back door until it had become an orange outburst. A fire. And he was, after all, a
fireman who put everyone's safety above his own, and who, after whining quietly to Leah
and to himself, got the job done. How could she be angry with someone whose
philosophy, "fear reassures me of my potency," reminded her of an article she'd read in
an explicitly written sex magazine. "Oh bless him, bless you, David!," she wailed,
remembering his massive, nervous hands that crept along her shoulders like a hungry
housefly...
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He had returned, later in the dark New Mexican night, with a six pack and new wild eyes
she became afraid of. He sat, staring at the box of moving pictures, singing his rendition of
McCartney's Uncle Albert, and made indentions with his thumb on the warm beer can.
She became relaxed, but cautious of his new found strength. After most incidents he came
home full of boisterous movement and kept her up all night telling cruelty jokes and
studying the shapes of their noses to see if they physically resembled each other. Not
tonight. After thirty minutes of television meditation, he scooted his brown corduroy
bottom toward her in a gum-popping rhythm, and asked her to raise his left pants leg. She,
with puzzlement and consideration, obeyed and jerked at the sight of his red, oozing leg.
As Leah, running to each corner of the adobe to bring medication, went through a series
of nauseating thoughts, David very calmly spoke, "I did it on purpose, you know. I stood in
the doorway and let my pants leg dip just far enough and then let it burn and I..." "David,"
Leah shouted from the kitchen, stop being a...just stop and tell me what really went..." "I
told you," he said between gritted teeth, "I know what I did, I showed you a little
something that you can't look for when..." "Oh David," Leah winced while spraying
yellowing Bactine, "This crap is so old it may not even do the job ... does it hurt—oh, of
course—but--did anyone see—David?" David, having gained her attention, spoke, "You
should of seen Porfetio, God, he got there and he almost cried, and then he picked me up
and carried me over to the truck and thought I was something 'cuz I didn't do nothing but
put out the fire and I didn't care if I hurt or nothing, 'cuz 1 put it out you know, before
anybody got there...and hey you didn't even notice that I changed my pants in the truck,
and you didn't see one thing...you ought to be observant, you know, you ought to be
watching people..."
No use thinking about her, she'd been gone since the first week in January and had
quietly growled that she wouldn't be back. Not, David shrugged, that he cared, he knew
of a few jobs on the mountain he could easily worm his way into, and then, probably in
March or April, she would come rambling West in her shit-green Subaru and unload her
things, noticing how wealthy he had become and curse the day she had flown, like a
buzzard on a diseased calf, to Athens.
He knew he had pulled her string on Christmas Eve, sending her jerking and pausing,
jerking and pausing after displaying his wounded leg. No matter if he ever saw Leah again,
he had proved his point as a man—not a son, not a student—a man and possibly an
immortal one, since he had put out the fire and saved all those lives...
Walking home from the grocery she balances the sacks on her hips, pulls up the hill,
unlocks the back door, and drops the light, oversized packages on the freckled counter
top she had built, struggling all the while with foreign tools, after arriving last week. Much
to do, she thought, sweeping, scrubbing, and stacking—and then, just after the Bisquick is
positioned on the shelf, a rhythmic knock at her creaking flimsy door. She hobbles, having
just stubbed her toe on the bottom edge of the refrigerator, toward the front of a house
she had never wanted to live in, and opened the rickety excuse for a door. David. Dressed
too lightly for the Georgia winter, he bounced in, oblivious to her surprise, and began
scouting the house. The phone rang. Wrong number—no one here by the name of
Deborah.
Leah, still startled and pleased in a way only a mother might understand, walked back to
the kitchen where her son had begun rearranging the groceries. And David, with hands
like needlenosed pliers, yanked himself from her in a moment called heat, and
proceeded—without any frowning memories—to the toilet, and flushed the clay ticks
crumbled in the water.

—Kay Cornelius
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CHOTA, BENEATH WHAT WAS THE LITTLE TENNESSEE RIVER
Summer barely leaves these fields
before the farmers close themselves
inside their cinderblock houses.
They believe they can take everything from us,
the way their rows of tassled corn
ringing the bottom lands
leach the living substance from the soil.
We gathered water here.
Beyond that flange of trees
our children bathed
while the younger women washed and coiled their hair.
This slender wrist of water made the teeth ache.
The smoke from our fires
travels close to the ground
while they rest,
unaware of the changes in the night skies,
the weeping crickets in the grass.
Though the trout float belly up,
the muskrat and beaver drown,
we remain.
Though they flood this land
erasing the frail curvatures
of our spines from the darkening ground,
we are here,
working our long way
to where the sky carries us
along the surface of the water.
Caught in the debris
of tree limbs, the slack
backwaters of a warm lake,
we brush past old landmarks
motioning slightly.
We will teach the landscape to complete us.
—Susan Jones
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ELSIE BUFFINGTON IN THE TWENTIES

STOPPING IN WINTER, TWIN LAKES WISCONSIN
The oak limb on the ground near your headstone
reminds me of Wisconsin, of how,
after your work in Rockford
you would take me to the lake,
for most people only a summer place
but its winter missing
only the smell of blackberries;
of how the last time,
following tracks in snow hills
as the wind slipped through our clothing,
we stopped suddenly to watch a raccoon
run across our path, quiet,
not speaking for fear
our words would break
branches from brittle trees.
We heard only the settling of snow.
Later, holding an oak limb
with both hands,
you wrote our name in the snow
on the frozen lake, as if
you knew that you would not return,
and that I would be standing here,
holding an oak limb
WAVES
with both hands,
hoping to recarve this stone.
Walking alone near Blackwater Sound,
gulls overhead move their wings slowly
—Pete Link
as if to protect the wind,
reminding me of the way you used to wave
from your attic window late at night.
It would tell me your father had gone to sleep
so I could creep through the house,
up the hardwood stairs that always creaked,
following the polished banister to your room.
One time, when I came to the top of the stairs,
you were still standing by that window,
light from a safe moon drawing
your silhouette through a thin nightdress.
When you turned, your shadow settled on the bed,
smoothing the ridges of cloth that covered it.
You almost never spoke, always holding
some strange sadness I couldn't understand.
When you did, it was as if
the sound rose from nowhere,
the words fading, too faint to be a voice.
Now my memory of that sound
marks the distance between our lives,
the way the waves never meet and stars separate the sky.

—Pete Link
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LADY IN BLACK MARIBEAU

SCHOOL CROSSING
for D.L.
The light for traffic flashes yellow,
the hue of speculation. I'm here to work
on stories built from nothing. A man in a
Malibu stops for directions. I tell him
more than I should: that I'm new here, that I'm alone,
that I'm no smarter than he is. He agrees and leaves
me alone with Being and Time. I guess
he was going to find his wife, to serve
the papers they agreed were for the best
because she'd leave their child with him
for weeks when she'd go to sleep
with the only woman who wasn't ashamed
to hold her. Or maybe to visit the Aunt
who only bathes when the moon is full.
Or maybe he's after the girl in the hills
whose thigh bears a tattoo of "Big Jack
is the best."
All I want is to be alone
with the one who waved from a yellow porch.
With the right car and a sense of direction,
I could be back by Christmas.

—Terrell Fugate
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NOTES ON REALITY

"Where shall I begin, please your
majesty?" asked the White Rabbit.
An interdependence exists between reality and the imagination, proposes
Wallace Stevens in The Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality and the
Imagination; the two, he says, are equal and inseparable.

"In both expressive and indicative
communication the difference between
reality and representation has already
begun to wear away." —Derrida.

The structure of
reality he calls "an adult make-believe."

"Pig!"
She said the last word with such sudden
violence that Alice quite jumped; but she
saw in another moment that it was
addressed to the baby...
"Bye-the-bye, what became of the
baby?" said the Cat.
"It turned into a pig," Alice answered.
This dynamic process of inventing
reality, rather than the search for a static, Aristotelian ultimate, is Stevens'
interest in much of his poetry.
Careful not to lock himself into a definition, Stevens (who once wrote in a
letter that "the last thing in the world I should want to do would be to
formulate a system") begins his poem "Description Without Place" by stating
this possibility of the structure of reality: that to seem is to be.

As example, he
cites the sun, saying that as it seems, so it is, and likewise for all other things. In
order for something to seem, of course, there must be a perceiver for whom it
can seem, for a person's imagination creates the seeming; the thing does not
possess a fixed seeming. This seeming varies from perceiver to perceiver.

"From the moment that one questions
the possibility of such a transcendental
signified, and that one recognizes that
every signified is also in the position of
the signifier, the distinction between
signified and signifier becomes
problematical at its root." —Derrida.

"What's this!" the Lion said, blinking at
Alice.

"It's a fabulous monster!" the Unicorn
cried out, before Alice could reply.
"Then hand round the plumcake,
Monster," the Lion said.
The
perceiver in this poem is the Queen (who is as good a perceiver as any) and it
is through her mind that she creates her reality, that she sees the world as
green. She actually creates a green world, her world. Thus, the concern here is
not with any empirical whole, but with individual realities.
Stevens goes on to distinguish between two levels of seeming. "What our
eyes behold," he has written, "may well be the text of life but one's
meditations on the text are no less a part of the structure of reality."

"Never imagine yourself not to be
otherwise than it might appear to others
that you were or might have been was not
otherwise than what you had been would
have appeared to them to be otherwise,"
said the Duchess.
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There is
therefore lesser seeming, which takes place in front of the eye as it picks up
visual sense data from the exterior world; and greater seeming, taking place
behind the eyeball as the mind forms ideas from that data and structures them
into a peculiar reality.
The source of the title is part V, the line "Seeming is description without
place." Stevens wrote in a letter that he perceives us as living in a description
of a place rather than in a place itself.

"The trace is not a presence but is
rather the simulacrum of a presence that
dislocates, displaces, and refers beyond
itself. The trace has, properly speaking,
no place, for effacement belongs to the
very structure of the trace." —Derrida.
A place itself could only be found if one
could transcend himself and become omniscient. As things are, human
beings, by nature selective in perceptions and the retentions of those
perceptions, can only know singular realities. We can describe the place, each
giving his separate view, but we will never be able to get at any allencompassing reality. Description, Stevens says, is not the thing described;

"The signified concept is never present
in itself, in an adequate presence that
would refer only to itself. Every concept is
necessarily and essentially inscribed in a
chain or system, within which it refers to
another and to other concepts...
"When you say 'hill,"' the Queen
interrupted, "I could show you hills in
comparison with which you'd call that a
valley."
"No, 1shouldn't," said Alice, surprised

into contradicting her at last: "a hill can't
be a valley, you know. That would be
nonsense—"
"You may call it 'nonsense' if you like,"
she said, "but I've heard nonsense,
compared with which that would be as
sensible as a dictionary."
...by the systematic play of differences.
Such a play then—differance—is the
possibility of conceptuality, of the
conceptual system and process in
general." —Derrida.
in
other words, "Reality is not the thing but the aspect of the thing," an artificial
aspect which has a seeming of its own, created by the observer.

"A phoneme or grapheme is
necessarily always to some extent
different each time that it is presented in
an operation or a perception. But it can
function as a sign, and in general as
language, only if a formal identity enables
it to be issued again and to be
recognized." —Derrida.
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It follows that
there may be as many aspects or versions of the same thing as there are
observers.

Hand in hand with describing, he says in the last section, is the use of words.
Words are what we employ to formulate and embody our thoughts, our
descriptions of the place. Our words are the substance of our realities; "the
word is the making of the world" and "It is a world of words to the end of it."
By words the poet can even create things that cannot exist without words.

This same idea is found in "The Pure Good of Theory," in which a man's
mind creates morning while he sleeps, and he wakes to find himself in a
metaphor, which is another dreamworld, in a sense.

The whole world is
metaphor, a construct of the human mind. We desire and need to believe in a
metaphor, what seems to be real to us, even though these beliefs are fictions.

These two poems more or less exposit Stevens' hypothesis of reality; other
poems present this view of reality and its effects on people more implicitly. In
both "The Solitude of Cataracts" and "Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion"
we find characters in states of existential depression, who long for a certain
stability in a chaotic world.

The unnamed "he" in "The Solitude of Cataracts"
is disturbed by the apparent disorder of his world, of "the real that was not real
at all." He wishes that the river had a certain way it flowed at all times, and that
his feelings had some consistency. He desires the fixed center of realization he
can never have in this fluctuating world,
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"Serpent!" screamed the Pigeon.
"I'm not a serpent!" said Alice
indignantly. "Let me alone!"
"Serpent, I say again!" repeated the
Pigeon.

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty
said, in a rather scornful tone, "it means
just what I choose it to mean—neither
more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether
you can make words mean so many
different things."
"The question is," said Humpty
Dumpty, "which is to be master, that's
all."

"And if he left off dreaming about you,
where do you suppose you'd be?"
"Where I am now, of course," said
Alice.
"Not you!" Tweedledee retorted
contemptuously. "You'd be nowhere.
Why, you're only a sort of thing in his
dreams!"

"The absence of the transcendental
signified extends the domain of the play
of signification infinitely." —Derrida.
"Why, sometimes I've believed as many
as six impossible things before breakfast,"
said the Queen.

"What is the use of...all that stuff," the
Mock Turtle interrupted, "if you don't
explain it as you go on? It's by far the most
confusing thing I ever heard!"

"The brush has got all entangled in it!"
the Queen said with a sigh. Alice released
the brush and did her best to get the hair
in order.

and fantasizes about being a bronzed
statue, with no heartbeat, released from his state of non-understanding and
unrest, "just to know how it would feel." Stevens implies the futility of this
impossible wish by having the bronze man breathe; we all know that if one
could achieve this unconfused, unchanging state, he would certainly not be
breathing, having no heartbeat, nor would he have a living mind to
comprehend the great revelation before him. The only certainty we can ever
achieve is that of uncertainty.
But the oddest part of it was that,
whenever she looked hard at any shelf, to
make out exactly what it had on it, that
particular shelf was always quite
empty...she had spent a minute or so in
vainly pursuing a large, bright thing, that
looked sometimes like a doll and
sometimes like a workbox, and was
always in the shelf above the one she was
looking at. "I'll follow it to the top shelf of
all," she said.
But even this plan failed: the 'thing'
went through the ceiling as quietly as
possible.
Ludwig Richter's is a similar plight in "Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion."
He is caught up in the pandemonium of an unending spectacle, a spectacle
which, however fantastic it appears, is not at all removed from the everyday
world we know: people falling out of windows, changing seasons,
uncontrollable aging...all commonplace. Ludwig Richter's "object of desire"
is a center of understanding, a comprehension of the whole, which is
unattainable. All is "mind and violence"; all is weighted equally; nothing is
any more important than anything else. So there is nothing to think about. It is
a plantlike existence.
This same sort of meaninglessness would occur not only when a man
becomes aware of the unintelligibility of the universe,

"It's exactly like a riddle with no
answer!" she thought.

but also if there should
be no human minds on earth at all. This is the setting of "A Clear Day and No
Memories." The first stanza images scenes from the past, the activities while
living of those now dead. It images these scenes only so that we might know
what is missing, for these are scenes which have never occured and can never
occur. As we see in the second stanza, this is a world with no knowledge; no
human beings have ever been here and are not here now. Thus there can be
no memory or even the awareness of an absence of memory.
"Absolute ideality is the correlate of a
possibility of indefinite repetition." —
Derrida.
This, of course,
gives us a world without meaning, since meanings are only human conceits.
"If there's no meaning in it," said the
King, "that saves a world of trouble, as we
needn't try to find any."
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TRA NSITIONS

1:00 A.M. FREIGHT FROM HARRIMAN TO DALTON
At the Marble Switch rail crossing
The rumbling engine tugs a wisp of smoke
Past Waymon's silent skid marks, a spent nightmare
From some other careless night,
And old Lucius Haney no longer curses the ugly
Diesel blast, but dreams of the shrill wail
That once christened his dark hollow
And he remembers how Waymon's grandfather cursed
The lonely cry of steam as he dreamed of
Untamed, utter dark quiet,
Not this droning engine that
Weaves through the night,
Of patchwork fields and white clapboard houses,
Concrete fortresses and quiet hamlets with dusty crossroads,
Wooly timbered trees and hooting owls,
Like an unsecured stitch
Passing through the hushed fabric of the night,
While the sleepless thrash thoughts
Against dim walls hoping
To follow the dissipate signal,
As of a hunt in a blackened forest
Or lovers that lay touching, unknowing any sound
Beyond the brushed whisper of rustling sheets
Like the wisp of sweet diesel smoke,
Their dreams like new patches over a well-worn garment
Or the dreams of Dolly Pond where the right of way
Lops off Odessa's high pasture, and where
She dreams her wayward children's dreams, hoping
They will always find their way back home.

—Stanley LaDuke
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ON A PAINTING BY DAVID HOCKNEY
There is a blue river
that washes over and through Mt. Fuji
like a dream: in that dream a young girl,
you, rests on a mat of chafing bamboo
in the shadow of the mountain.
From a window of her house she sees
how distance makes things shake and tremble
and the mountain becomes an act
of graceful remembering, a watercolor
defined only by the unnamed flower
on the sill. It rises from the clay
like a dancer, three leaves still
pushing the blue mountain back,
swayed under the invisible weight
of a sea of air and the girl's gaze.
But suddenly it is you again,
and you think it strange that the flower
appears so strong and yet so quiet
when you turn to tell me that words
and the flower burst into a fire
of snowy blossoms that recall
themselves in the motion of this poem
and the hazy shape of a mountain.

—David Franke

GESTURES
I want to go beyond talking,
beyond the frail gestures
of words, back home.
What I need from you is more
than the sound of your voice
calling me, or the chalky light
of the new moon scraping the floor,
filling my room with silence.
Five states apart
we find ourselves filled
with the common slang of dreams
outside whatever sound
holds our names like print on the page,
faces left in the mirror.
You will write a door open
in your house and place me there
waiting for you,
a poem where I can watch you
from the shadows filling the space
with lines, making me speak to you
about going beyond these words,
these letters that say nothing
new, reminding me how memory
can destroy the past.

—David Franke
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climbing orchard knob
we shunt up the steep grade
tangled with ghosts from our collective past,
civil war shadows that
wrench and stab in the hollow air
lead us to recall our war spattered history,
a blood bond death holds us in union.
we achieve the crest with slackened strides
and loll past litter, graffiti, and cannons
clouded by the past and the tranquil now.
as we descend this small Olympus
we pass a working man on the dark street
in his slab gray uniform,
who, when we turn our heads,
enters a house and disappears.

—Brad Tomkins

PATTERNS
She was captured there on Kodak paper
where another quilt stretched taut
on the loom before her with scattered
bits of old cloth she would form into an
intricate pattern with her frail,
thin hands. It must have been time
for one more of her grandchildren to
have a quilt—five years to find
each child's special pattern.
Later, they would see the photograph
and wonder if the quilts had been enough
for her. She never complained
about infrequent visits or the
burden of holding the family
together, but they knew
a vague uneasiness after she. died.
No one was there to find the patterns.

—Jane Bangley
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RECONSTRUCTION
You can keep your postcards of tourists
gathering conches at the edge of the sea,
of calypso dancing in evening breezes.
In the debris of sunlight the storm leaves
behind, we rake the beach for twigs,
shells, dead grunion, or what
the gulls shriek out of another life.
Something has carried away the boathouse
roof though the boat remains untouched.
You don't remember how we walked the beach
prying hermit crabs from their shells?
The stars were distant particles we didn't
dare discuss. We stared at distorted
reflections of our dangling feet while the sun
coaxed the water towards the dock.
These days we track the storm's sand into
the house and brush it back out to
the cold salty air like stars
the tide has forgotten to gather or reflect.

—Shalamar Sibley
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Editor's note: The staff would like to thank all contributors for the high quality of their submissions. Twenty-five dollar prizes were awarded for the
best in the categories of short fiction, poetry, artwork, and photography. Because of space and budget limitations, some very fine submissions could not be
included; there were therefore no prizes given in the essay and book review categories.
We would also like to thank the following people for their advice and support: with artwork, Jean Gallager, Cam Busch, and Anne Lindsey; with
photography, Bruce Wallace; with layout and design, Lydia Whisenant. Dr. Vallier, faculty advisor, was always available for suggestions and advice. Finally,
the staff would like to thank Dr. Jackson for the innumerable hours he has spent with our writing and our magazine.
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